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ABSTRACT

The vehicular automatic weapons interactive virtual maintenance training system was designed applying 3D Solid 
Modeling and interactive virtual simulation techniques aiming at the problems of such as low training efficiency 
and went short of training resource. The virtual maintenance implement process was expatiated, then the dummy 
scape display module, graphical user interface, consumer operating event driven module and maintenance 
operation control module were built up, lastly, the movie and interactive training were designed applying 3ds max 
and NGRAIN software, the vehicular automatic weapons interactive virtual maintenance training flat roof was 
established, which could improve on the teaching and training pattern, advance the equipment utilizing rate and 
training effect, and overcome the shortage in the teaching and training presently. 

1. Introduction

The vehicular automatic weapons are the compound weapons of armored vehicle which are used for annihilating and pressing the enemy over tank 
enginery, light armoring target and infantries [1]. The accouter fitting out the automatic weapons were very rifeness and the application was very abroad 
in modern times, so the teaching and training for the automatic weapons structure and maintain were very important [2]. 

The automatic weapons have complex structure and nicety assemble relationship though they have smaller size relative to other great arming [3]. So, the 
problems such as hard sledding, taking time, weak effect of be familiar with structure and process principium contemporary, finite arming using time, 
arming wasting and hard to clear the inside structure and dynamic process principium [4]. The expansion of arming structure teaching and training is not 
convenience as a result of the short training resource. So, they cry for a suit of effective vehicular automatic weapons structure and maintain training system 
[5]. 

Virtual training is a kind of simulation technic achieved by computer dummy realism technic which can increase the teaching effect availably for arming 
teaching, breaking down and maintain training [6]. 

This article designs the interactive movie and interactive training assignment by program exploitation and dummy realism execution taking a kind of 
automatic gun as research object, opens out the vehicular automatic weapons interactive virtual maintenance training flat roof, affords the novelty and 
effective technic means for hoisting weapon structure and maintain teaching and training. 

2. THE EXPLOITATION OF VIRTUAL MAINTAIN FLAT ROOF

2.1. The process of virtual maintain 

Virtual maintain can be apprehended as the numeric of general maintain which including with virtual tear down, virtual service and virtual assemble [7,8]. 
But it is not only the numeric of tear down, service and assemble, but also the unification of these three based on the general maintain [9,10]. So essentially, 
the general maintain is a kind of idiographic physics process, and virtual maintain is a kind of mathematics process based on the logic estimation and 
correlation operation management. The theory is shown as Figure1. 
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Figure 1: The realization process of general maintain and virtual maintain 
 
2.2. Interactive virtual training system 
 
The virtual maintain simulation flat roof is compartmentalized by system function module 3D display module and operate control module to increase the 
effect of simulation flat roof, and the operate control module includes the structure directory tree, 3D movie and interactive training. 
 
The function structure frame of training system is shown as Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The function frame of vehicular automatic weapons virtual maintenance training system 
 
3. THE EXPLOITATION OF VIRTUAL MAINTAIN TRAINING MODULE 
 
The flow of virtual maintain training module includes of 3D model foundation, leading to 3Ds max software, enactment material, leading to NGRAIN 
software, NGRAIN setting, movie design and interactive training design which is shown as Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Flow of virtual maintain training module 
 
3.1. 3D model by SolidWorks 

 
 

Figure 4: The accessory model 
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Figure 5: The assemble model 
 
The 3D modeling is the foundation and precondition of the whole virtual maintain training system. The entity model in the virtual training environment is 
the important factor of the whole virtual maintain training environment. The accessory model and the assemble model are built up according to the entity 
arming data and drawing data which are shown as Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 
3.2. Movie design 
 
The 3D modeling built up by SolidWorks software can be leading to the 3Ds max software by a certain type and before the movie design, the visual angle 
should be adjusted in the working window firstly. The reference axis of the joint is selected by the angle window and the force orientation which is shown 
as figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The reference axis of the joint 
 
The minimum and maximum angles of the constrained suffering ball machine casing which can rotate around the hinge are specified which is shown as 
figure 7. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7: The minimum and maximum angles setup 
 
The location of some assembly is changed, and the timeline location is hit, then the new frame is appended to the timeline. 
 
After the newer frame is captured and the locations of some parts of assembly are changed, the frames are appended in return. The movie design is shown 
as figure 8.  
 

 
 

a) animation timeline 1 
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b) animation timeline 2 

Figure 8: Animation timeline 

3.3. Interactive training design 

The interactive training system must response the motion of user import. The event driven contains the event reality and event response content. Many 
event realities can deal with one event response content, but one event reality cannot deal with many event response contents. 

Under the tear down mode, the mouse left key can be spot thrash on a certain location to achieve the accessory snatch operation in the virtual scene for the 
sake of convenience user to select the accessory. 

The remark of every step is appended by setting the Properties panel, and the little clew will be shown on the top of every movie, the remarks are shown 
as figure 9. 

a) the first three remarks 

b) the last three remarks 

Figure 9: The remarks 

4. CONCLUSION

The maintain training system adopts the Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 develop environment and NGRAIN PKM virtual module, the computer adopts P4 
upwards machine and the software abets WINXP3 and upper operating system. 

The keystone of maintain training is manipulation in fact and the difficulty is how to recur the principium by practicality connection. When the students 
can achieve the basic maintain movement by interactive virtual maintain training system, they will take the reins of correct dismantle sequence and 
maintain strategy on the real arming flat roof, and they will avoid the dangerous operation because of the manipulation mistake. So, the interactive virtual 
maintain training system can increase the efficiency of teaching, advance the using rate of maintain equipment, reduce the risk of real training and enhance 
the security. 
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